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Abstract: 

Sticking oxide scale is one of the most serious concerns on moving steel surfaces at elevated temperature 

However, there has been limited research dedicated to overcoming this issue. In the present work, pin-on-

disc testing was carried out to reveal the effects of lubrication on wear characteristics of High Speed Steel 

sliding against Stainless Steel 316 at 700
o
C. Apart from improved friction behavior, the use of inorganic 

lubricant significantly inhibits material transfer onto the HSS surface which otherwise suffers growing 

adhered scale during dry sliding contact. In addition, it was found that prolonged exposure to lubrication 

induces phase transformation of the subsurface iron oxides. The Hematite-to-Magnetite conversion is 

believed to be a result of complex oxidation and tribological reactions. Multiple characterization 

techniques were used to thoroughly analyze the worn surfaces, the underlying oxide microstructure and 

the chemical nature of lubricated interface.  

Keywords: High temperature, oxidation, adhesive wear.  
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1. Introduction 

Hot forming processes account for the most majority production in metal manufacturing, particularly 

steel-based components. These processes extensively benefit from high-temperature tribology which 

delivers fundamental understanding of the heated rubbing surfaces followed by potential technical 

improvements. Under high thermal load, tribological behaviors are generally characterized by high 

friction and severe abrasive/adhesive wear depending on the nature of mating materials [1-5]. The above 

concerns can considerably undermine the process efficiency by various means. For instance, excessive 

friction can lead to seizure while abrasive wear can deteriorate surface quality during hot rolling of steel 

[1, 2]. Therefore, there are always demands to tackle the above hindrances and lubrication is among the 

most practical approaches.  

Apart from typical friction/wear concerns, the need of using heat inevitably entails oxidation on the 

contact surfaces with undesired consequences. The workpieces are generally pre-heated to a definite 

working temperature prior to the deformation process while the transferred heat also exerts oxidation on 

the die/roll surfaces. For example, temperature of the steel slab is often in range of 1000-1200
o
C while the 

roll surface temperature lies between 650
o
C and 750

o
C during hot rolling of steel [1, 3]. Likewise, the die 

material is exposed to 600-900
o
C in case of cyclic closed-die forging [6]. Prolonged exposure to high 

temperature can radically impair overall properties of the roll/die materials. In addition, thermally-

induced oxide scale is considered the primary root from which abrasive/adhesive wear originates [4, 7, 8]. 

Under high shearing stress, the oxide debris/fragments can be intruded into metal substrate which can 

initiate cracks and other mechanical failures.  

High speed steel (HSS) is a specialized micro-alloyed material with known prevalence in 

metalworking industry. Combining martensite matrix with primary carbide precipitates (mostly from V, 

W, Mo, Nb...), the multi-component alloys possess a high hardness and an exceptional wear resistance 

even under extreme conditions. Their applications therefore are widely recognized in hot forming 

contexts, especially in the make of die/roll in punching, forging, extrusion and sheet rolling [1, 4]. Plenty 
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of efforts have been made to evaluate the tribological properties of HSS in various operating conditions. 

By using a dry rolling-sliding configuration on HSS/carbon steel tribopair, Pellizzari [8] correlated low 

wear rate of HSS roll with its high hardness while wear mechanism was claimed to be a complex 

combination of adhesion, abrasion and tribo-oxidation. On the contact surface, formation of an oxide 

layer was believed to transition friction/wear characteristics into milder regime which otherwise would be 

severe if direct metal-metal contact occurs. In case of pure sliding contact, transferred oxide scale is also 

observed on HSS surface when it pairs with mild steel [9, 10] and ferritic stainless steel [11, 12] at 

elevated temperature. Pearson et al. [13] revealed the critical role of temperature in the oxidation of 

mating surface as well as the tribo-sintering tendency of wear debris. Sticking oxide scale is also reported 

in hot rolling test by thermo-mechanical simulator [14]. It is fairly conclusive that sticking oxide is a 

widespread concern on high-temperature steel contact that needs to be addressed.  

Lubrication expectedly mitigates wear severity by certain mechanism although there has been lack of 

insight regarding the true nature of those favorable reactions. The present study aims to assess the 

tribological responses of High Speed Steel/Stainless Steel 316 pair by means of pin-on-disc testing at 

700
o
C. Wear behavior of HSS pin under the different lubrication conditions is among central 

considerations. Besides, the effects of lubrication on high-temperature oxidation of the subsurface oxides 

are also discussed. The chosen lubricant is inorganic sodium borate which can readily provide melt 

lubrication at elevated temperature [15, 16].  

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Materials preparation 

The present work employs High Speed Steel (HSS) as stationary pin in the friction test since the 

material is commonly used as the roll/die in hot forming practice [17]. The pins were fabricated out of an 

industrial roll without heat-treatment. They are wire cut into cylinders then one end is machined by a 

ceramic tip to achieve a 6.35 mm-diameter hemispherical head with an average roughness of 1µm. The 

multi-alloyed material (nominal weight composition of C: Ni: Mn: Cr: Mo: V: W: Si: Fe = 1.96: 0.78: 
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1.26: 4.85: 4.47: 4.00: 3.40: 0.99: remainder) consists of metallic matrix and precipitated metal carbides 

as shown in Fig. 1a. It is noted that MC simply stands for Metal Carbides since XRD single-handedly is 

not able to distinguish carbides with different stoichiometry [18]. The corresponding hardness of 

contributing phases is 8±0.59GPa and 19±3.26GPa, respectively. The two phases can be differentiated by 

compositional phase mapping in Fig. 1b. A thermocouple was embedded in the HSS pin body to monitor 

its temperature during the friction test and the measure point is located roughly 2mm above the contact 

surface. Fractional volume of metal carbides is estimated at around 9~12% (from compositional phase 

analysis on 3 different locations). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: a) X-ray diffraction pattern of HSS, b) Microstructure of polished HSS surface and  

the corresponding phase map of metallic matrix (1) and metal carbides (2) 

Commercial stainless steel (SS316, hardness of 4.3±0.2GPa) was chosen as rotational part in the hot 

friction test. The round disc is 3mm thick with a diameter of 50mm. Consecutive griding and polishing 
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were performed on SS316 disc to achieve an average roughness of 0.1µm. Prior to each friction test, the 

steel pairs were ultrasonically cleaned by ethanol/acetone for contaminants removal. 

Crystalline sodium borate (Na2B4O7.10H2O) was chosen as the lubricant for hot friction test. 

Molecular structure and thermal behavior of sodium borate can be found elsewhere [15]. With a transition 

point of 520
o
C, melt lubrication is readily achieved in the hot friction test. Solution of 5% weight of 

lubricant in water was prepared for lubrication test. 

2.2. High-temperature pin-on-disc testing 

Hot friction test was conducted on a UMT2-CETR pin-on-disc tribometer. The disc sample was first 

placed in the furnace followed by a series of heating sequences to avoid overshooting: 20mins to 600
o
C 

and 15mins to 720
o
C. During these stages, the rotation speed was chosen at 5rpm to ensure uniform heat 

distribution. Once set temperature is reached, the HSS pin was lowered to a distance of 2mm above the 

SS316 disc surface. HSS pin was oxidized for 10 mins prior to sliding. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 

temperature of the pin sharply rises after the first 5 mins followed by stabilization at 695
o
C. Engagement 

of the steel pair further increases HSS surface temperature to nearly 700
o
C. In the present study, heating 

program was manipulated to represent actual working condition in which HSS surface temperature 

typically lies between 650
o
C and 750

o
C during hot forming processes [1, 10]. Lubricant solution was 

dropped onto the hot disc 2 mins at a rate of 0.01ml/s prior to sliding. Linear sliding velocity was kept at 

0.096m/s with two different durations: 5 mins and 15 mins. The normal load was fixed at 5N 

corresponding to 0.78GPa maximum Hertzian contact pressure. When friction test stops, the HSS pin was 

immediately retrieved from the furnace to avoid further oxidation. Friction coefficient evolution was also 

recorded while at least 3 tests were performed at each condition to ensure the repeatability.  
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Fig. 2: Temperature record of HSS pin during pre-oxidation and friction test 

2.3. Characterization 

X-ray Diffractometer (GBC MMA) with Cu-Kα source and a step size of 0.02
o
 was used to determine 

crystal structure of the HSS material. The operating voltage and current of the X-ray were selected at 

35kV and 28.6mA, respectively. An Atomic Force Microscopy (Digital Instrument Dimensions 3100) 

was used to generate height profiles of the polished HSS substrate. Worn morphologies on HSS pins were 

captured by a 3D Interferometer Optical Microscope (Bruker Contour GT-K). Hardness of steel tribopairs 

was measured by a Hysitron Triboindenter using a Berkovich probe (150nm-diameter tip) with a 

maximum load of 5000uN.  

Morphologies of the worn surfaces were further examined by a Dual Beam FEI Helios NanoLab G3 

CX (FIB-SEM) equipped with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). In addition, ion milling was also 

conducted in this instrument to prepare STEM specimens. At a tilted angle of 54
o
, cross-sectional views 

of unlubricated HSS pins were exposed by consecutive ion milling. Prior to targeted milling, a thin layer 

of Pt was deposited on the region of interest to prevent beam damage. In case of STEM specimen 

prepration, thin foils were lifted out from the region parallel to sliding direction and constantly kept in the 

vacuum chamber to avoid contamination. Cross-sectional observations of the lubricated interfaces were 
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accomplished by an aberration-corrected JOEL ARM 200F Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(STEM) at 200keV. The microscope is equipped with SDD EDS detector which allows elemental 

mapping with atomic resolution. In elemental phase mapping, comparison of X-ray spectrum between 

pixels is made and those with similar statistic are collated into one specific phase. Selected Area Electron 

Diffraction (SAED) was performed on the FIB lamellas at multiple points and three representatives are 

reported. All the calibrated diffraction patterns were processed by a suit of software tool (DiffTools) in 

Digital Micrograph, a widely-known platform software for TEM images processing [19, 20]. Intensity 

profiles as a function of reciprocal distance were then derived, normalized and compared between 

different testing conditions. Referenced d-spacings of relevant crystallites were collected from Powder 

Diffraction Files 4+ 2018. 

3. Results 

3.1. Microstructural evolution of HSS at high temperature and its tribological 

behaviors against SS316  

Since HSS is composed of two different phases, their individual oxidation behaviors at high 

temperature collectively contribute to the overall properties of the sliding surface. It has been 

acknowledged that oxidation of metal carbides are more thermodynamically favorable due to low energy 

barrier [18, 21]. Carbide-free matrix is subsequently oxidized with the development of iron oxides. XRD 

pattern of oxidized HSS substrate at 700
o
C for 10 mins reveals the major formation of Fe2O3 and a minor 

fraction of Fe3O4 (Fig. 3c). AFM images (Fig. 3a, b) clearly illustrate superior growing kinetic of metal 

carbides than that of metallic matrix upon high temperature oxidation. Nevertheless, it is expected that the 

native oxide scale from metallic matrix plays a critical role on the contact interfaces due to their 

dominating proportion in the starting material.  
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Fig. 3: AFM image of HSS specimen before (a) and after oxidation (b) at 700
o
C for 10 mins, 

 (c) XRD pattern of the oxidized HSS 

Friction coefficient curves generated from HSS/SS316 sliding contact are given in Fig. 4. Under 

lubrication-free condition, it can be seen that friction coefficient fluctuates widely between 0.4-0.9 at the 

first 400 seconds before stabilizing at an average value of 0.23±0.05. During the running-in period, high 

friction coefficient is likely attributed to contact between hard metal oxides [12]. On the other hand, the 

following steady stage indicates potential formation of tribolayer with friction-reducing effect. It is 

evident in Fig. 5 where transferred material on HSS pin is observable on both unlubricated tests, 

regardless of testing duration. At 5mins mark (Fig. 5b), the worn morphologies are characterized by 

plateau build-up and progressive smearing of the adhered layer. As sliding test continues, the contact area 

enlarges with apparent flattening effect which consequently reduces the contact pressure. The complete 
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formation of the tribo-bed significantly alleviates wear severity which can be indicated by smooth rubbing 

surface with the only damage being minor fracture in the sub-surface region (Fig. 5d).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Friction coefficient curves from HSS/SS316 tribopair with 

and without lubrication 
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Fig. 5: Worn morphologies of HSS pin without lubrication 

 after 5 mins (a, b) and 15 mins (c, d) 

 Fig. 6 illustrates cross-sectional views of HSS worn surfaces along with relevant elemental mapping 

after dry sliding tests. After 5mins, by contrast difference, the transferred layer can be distinguished from 

the HSS substrate which is characteristically filled with carbides chunks (Fig. 6a). The transferred layer 

thickness ranges from 4.5 to 6.6µm at 5mins mark then it soars to roughly 34µm (Fig. 6b) as sliding 

duration triples. Oxygen signal indicates that the adhered material is predominantly composed of oxides. 

However, there could be inclusion of stainless steel debrises (from the disc) in the transferred layer, 

although they were likely oxidized as the test progresses. It is noteworthy that the tribo-oxide layer is 

exclusive of any sign of carbides implying the foreign nature of transferred material. Although the native 

oxide scale developed during pre-oxidation accounts for a definite fraction of the received scale, it is 

conclusive that transferred (and adhered) oxide scale is the most dominating wear occurrence on HSS 

surface sliding against SS316. 
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Fig. 6: Cross-sectional views of HSS worn surfaces without lubrication after 

 a) 5mins and b) 15mins (specimens were tilted at 54
o
) 

3.2. Effect of lubrication on tribological behavior of HSS pin 

As shown in Fig. 4, frictional behavior of HSS/SS316 sliding contact substantially benefit from 

lubrication. The use of melt lubricant clearly shortens running-period, as friction coefficient enters 

stabilization stage roughly after 200 seconds of sliding. The downward trend could be associated with the 

gradually decreasing shearing stress by the presence of the lubricant melt on the contact surface. In 

addition, the average friction yields at only 0.1±0.02 during steady period which is reduced by 2.3 times 

in comparison to lubrication-free case. Fig. 7 displays SEM micrograph of HSS pin surface after 5mins-

lubrication test while the one after 15mins-test is not given due to similarity. Worn morphology reveals 

no major damages but only a few scratches along sliding direction. Supporting EDS spectrum exhibits 

intense signals of lubricant elements including B, O and Na with relatively weak peak of Fe suggesting a 

layered structure in which lubricant film resides on iron oxide base.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Worn morphology of HSS pin in lubrication test after 5 mins (a) 

and EDS spectrum (b). 

In order to unfold the immediate sliding interface, cross-sectional observations of HSS pins exposed 

to lubrication are given in Fig. 8. By contrast difference, it can be seen that there are 3 distinct layers 
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corresponding to lubricant film, oxide scale and HSS substrate as denoted in each image. In case of 5mins 

test, it is clear that the oxide scale is composed of nanoparticles with dimension of ~20-100nm (Fig. 8a). 

Apparent grain refinement can be found on topmost region while coarsening is evident at the 

scale/substrate boundary. The oxide structure remains remarkably compact with no sign of cavities or 

pores. In addition, the scale has an average thickness of 0.65 µm which is approximately 10 times lower 

than what observed in case of lubricant-free test. There are signs of slight tearing damages in the HSS 

substrate which likely happened during the running-in process. As sliding time increases, the scale on 

HSS thickens to approximately 6~6.5µm with some microstructure changes (Fig. 8b). However, it is still 

significantly thinner than that observed in dry sliding counterpart (which is approximately 34µm). It is 

noteworthy that the immediate oxide/lubricant interface appears fairly smooth despite experiencing high 

local pressure during the friction test. Also, extended exposure to lubrication seems to result in increasing 

degree of pores and voids among oxide grains (Fig. 8b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: STEM-BF images of cross-sectional HSS pins after lubrication test 

a) 5mins and b) 15mins 
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Apart from friction-reducing effect, it is evident that borate lubrication inhibits sticking oxide scale on 

HSS surface reflected by the oxide thickness reduction. After lubricant removal, 3D profiles of HSS pin 

are given along unlubricated counterparts for worn morphology examination (Fig. 9). In contrast to the 

apparent material transfer during dry sliding (Fig. 9a, b), HSS pins practically shows no sign of adhered 

material across the whole contact areas exposed to lubrication (Fig. 9c, d), although some damages are 

visible in the longer test. Closer examination reveals craters produced in FIB work, mostly on top region 

of the worn area where oxide scale thicknesses were extracted.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: 3D profile images of HSS pin after dry sliding test (a-5mins, b-15mins) and  

lubrication test (c-5mins, d-15mins) 

3.3. Effect of lubrication on iron oxides microstructure 

It is expected that the presence of lubricant film can exert certain influences on the high-temperature 

oxidation behavior of the underlying oxide scale. Fig. 10 shows cross-sectional TEM micrographs of HSS 

surface under different lubrication/oxidation conditions. Electron diffraction was performed on the FIB 
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lamellas and the processed intensity profiles are also provided to determine the crystal structure of iron 

oxides. In case of 5mins lubrication test, it is clear that the oxide scale is composed of sub-micron 

particles with major constituent being Hematite (Fe2O3) (Fig. 10a). As sliding times triples, there emerges 

a phase evolution as Magnetite (Fe3O4) (mostly (102), (200) and (016)) replaces Hematite to become the 

most dominant phase as evidenced in the adjacent profile. Similar analysis routine was accomplished on 

purely oxidized HSS, which was extracted from non-contact area after 15mins lubrication test (Fig. 10c). 

As can be seen, there are 3 layers in top-to-bottom order: Pt cap, oxide scale and HSS substrate with 

presence of carbides precipitates. The oxide layer thickness varies from 1 to 2µm across the whole 

lamella while scale is largely composed of Hematite with a minor fraction of Magnetite as evidenced in 

the complementary profile. This aligns quite well with X-ray diffraction result (Fig. 3c). Chromia (110) 

(Cr2O3) is also present in a fair amount which likely concentrates on scale/substrate interface [21, 22].  

The phase transformation over sliding time is further substantiated by the morphology change of iron 

oxide particulates. Fig. 11 exhibits magnified TEM micrographs of oxide scale formed under lubrication 

after increasing sliding durations. It can be seen that the iron oxide nanograins (with average dimension 

<100nm) appear to have poly facets when exposed to shorter lubrication test (Fig. 11a). This could be the 

cause of highly compact scale as individual grain can accommodate geometry changes from the 

surrounding with ease, especially under the effect of shearing. The oxide grains from static oxidation test 

resemble the one achieved from 5mins lubrication test. On the other hand, prolonged exposure to 

lubrication evidently leads to shape transformation as the oxide nanoparticles exhibit an unambiguous 

cubic morphology (Fig. 11b). The nanocubes seem to be geometrically distorted as a result from 

tribological effect. Fig. 11c illustrates a typical cubic oxide particle with sharp edges and indicative d-

spacing of Magnetite (102). The Magnetite nanoparticles of with such characteristic shape are found 

across the whole scale. Contrary to a compact scale observed at shorter test, the loose oxide scale with 

emerging voids and porosity can be attributed to the apparent phase transformation under extended sliding 

duration.  
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Fig. 10: TEM images of HSS pin cross sections in a) 5mins lubrication, b) 15mins lubrication and c) 

15mins static oxidation with corresponding intensity profiles from SAED 
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Fig. 11: Magnified oxide microstructure after lubrication tests, a) 5mins, b) 15mins and  

c) Fe3O4 (102) nanoparticle with indicated d-spacing 

4. Discussion 

At elevated temperature, oxidation of steel occurs invariably in open atmosphere which manifests in a 

growing oxide scale. The onset temperature is a function of steel chemistry as alloying elements can be 

introduced for enhanced oxidation resistance (but generally around 570
o
C [23]). Under tribological 

exposure, the oxidation reaction may occur at lower temperature due to frictional heat induced by asperity 

contacts and plastic deformation which can significantly raise local temperature [24, 25]. For instance, 

Pearson [13] demonstrated formation of oxidized debris bed on high-strength alloy steel from 150
o
C 

during fretting contact. In the current work where the mating pair was pre-oxidized, sliding mechanics 

mainly concern oxide-oxide contacts. Mechanical attributes of the grown oxides such as hardness, 

plasticity and in some extent grain size therefore become the governing factors of wear and frictional 

behaviors.  
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Fig. 12: a) Variation of oxide thickness on HSS pin with various lubricating condition 

 and b) wear track profiles on SS316 disc after 5mins (below) and 15mins (above) test 

It has been shown previously (Fig. 3) that carbides oxides are present on the pre-contact surface of 

oxidized HSS alongside iron oxide matrix. However, despite protruding through the oxide scale, those 

carbides oxide particles are likely to be ejected upon contact due to their poor adherence with the 

underlying substrate. This is justified by the total absence of carbides oxides on the sliding surface from 

cross-sectional observation (Fig. 6).  The current work is in good agreement with past literature. By 

studying oxidation behaviors of HSS at high temperature under dry and wet atmosphere, Qiang et al. [21, 

22] observed various types of carbide oxides (mostly V-based) that are loosely held on top of a more 

compact scale. After conducting friction test against mild-steel, there was no sign of carbide-based 

particles on the front most contact area [10]. On the other hand, the native oxide matrix is able to 

withstand high shearing stress due to their excellent deformability and strong bonding with metal 

substrate, mostly through the formation of anchoring FeCr2O3 spinels [18, 21, 22]. 
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Fig. 13: Worn morphologies of SS316 disc after 15mins test, (a) without lubrication and (b) with 

lubrication (below are magnified images, double-arrowed line indicates track width) 

 Formation of the tribo-bed (Fig. 5 and 6) is likely originated from combined effects of adhesive wear, 

particles sintering and tribo-oxidation [13]. Development of such layer is largely dominated by 

microstructural characteristics of the involving oxide particles while its endurance is also a function of 

loading amplitude and sliding velocity. Previous studies on sliding HSS/mild steel pair revealed tribo-

oxide layer formation and its subsequent disintegration [9, 10, 26]. Particle omission by spallation leads 

to intermittent coverage of the glaze layer and increases friction coefficient as a result. This might arise 

from the fact that iron oxides tend to grow into coarse particles with poor deformability on mild steel 

which undermines the tribo-layer formability. In contrast, finer oxide particles are proven to accelerate the 

tribo-bed formation on sliding surface [27]. Native oxides of highly-alloyed steel reportedly grow in form 

of nano-scale grains [28, 29]. Herein, oxide scale grown on SS316 [16] are reportedly composed of nano-

sized oxide grains favouring robust establishment of the glaze layer. The consolidation rate of the 

tribobed is believed to outweigh the omission rate of debris particles indicated by the growing thickness 

of glaze layer over time (by nearly 6 times as sliding time extends from 5mins to 15mins). Although the 
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presence of tribolayer is commensurate with friction-reducing and -stabilizing effects, it is still considered 

unfavorable as it is developing at the expense of sacrificial wear of the opposing surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14: Individual phase spectrum and elemental distribution 

 across the lubricated HSS pin after 5mins test 

It is obvious that the employment of borate melt markedly inhibits adhered/transferred material on 

HSS pin as shown by the reduced scale thickness (Fig. 12a). The total reduction rate is estimated at ~88% 

after 5mins and ~80% after 15mins compared to unlubricated counterparts. In addition, the suppressed 

adhesive wear on HSS surface is indicative of lesser material loss on the opposing SS316 disc (Fig. 12b) 

with maximum reduction of 76% compared to unlubricated case. The exceptional wear resistance of 

borate lubricant is regarded as the most principle factor in the causation of anti-sticking behavior. 

Material transfer fundamentally occurs when there emerges either wear debris or third-body object on the 

contact interface. A reduced wear rate on the disc (evident in Fig.12) practically means less scale-sticking 

probability. Worn morphologies of SS316 disc after 15mins tests are given in Fig. 13 to justify the wear 
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mechanism under different lubrication conditions. In the absence of borate lubricant, catastrophic 

damages are visible including ploughing, abrading coupled with formation of discontinuous oxide 

patches. In contrast, borate lubrication induces negligible wear severity as indicated by a reduced track 

width alongside a smooth worn surface (Fig. 13b). It is noted that SEM micrograph was captured after 

lubricant removal to reveal the true surface morphology. 

 Beside friction-reducing effect (Fig. 4), the resistance against adhered wear arises from effective 

lubrication and it is believed that the tribofilm plays a core role in these desirable behaviors. Surface 

chemistry of the immediate sliding interface is further examined to reveal the lubrication mechanism. Fig. 

14 shows cross-sectional view of lubricated HSS interface after 5mins sliding test alongside relevant 

phase and elemental mapping. There are 3 different phases which can be compositionally distinguished 

by the complementary phase mapping. The uppermost layer (phase 1) is assigned to lubricant layer with 

abundance of Na, B and O while the two underlying layers are ascertained to oxide matrix (phase 2) and 

HSS substrate (phase 3), respectively. On the immediate contact interface, localization of Na is evident in 

form of a thin film with an estimated thickness of ~50nm. Simultaneously, O is heavily depleted in this 

region which certainly alters oxidation behavior of the underneath surface. Upon melting, borate lubricant 

is considered as an ionic liquid which comprises of highly mobile Na ions and boron oxide framework. 

The adsorption of Na could be triggered by electrostatic interaction between the cations and electron-rich 

oxidized surface. Low shearing stress of the interfacial film is mainly attributed to the liquid-like state of 

the lubricant. The interfacial adsorption of Na on oxide surface was proved essential for lubrication 

efficiency of borate lubricant [16]. The robust adsorption of Na allows the tribofilm to sustain high local 

shearing stress without failure and constantly provide effective lubrication over the whole sliding 

duration. As a result, the durable lubricant film can act as a physical boundary which ultimately prevents 

possible segregation of wear debris on the sliding interface. In the circumstances where wear debris is 

formed, its oxidized surface would be subject to Na adsorption. This would effectively prevent them from 

being adhered onto the HSS surface due to the repulsion between 2 opposing Na-rich layers.  
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Fig. 15: Localization of Chromia on HSS metal base/scale interface  

after 5mins lubrication test (a) and its disintegration after 15mins test (b) 

As stated previously, steel chemistry also plays a definite role in high-temperature oxidation 

responses with alloying elements (Cr, Al, Si, Ni...) being introduced to enhance the oxidation resistance 

[30]. Due to their strong affinity with oxygen, oxidation of these sacrificial elements is more 

thermodynamically favorable with the development of an interlayer oxide [21, 22, 29, 31-34]. Herein, 

SAED profiles are indicative of Chromia formation in the scales from static oxidation test and 5mins 

lubrication test (Fig. 10c and 10a). In addition, Fig. 15a clearly illustrates a highly-localized Chromia film 

which continuously runs along the scale/substrate interface with a thickness of 100nm after 5mins 

lubrication test. Formation of Cr oxides interlayer (and possibly FeCr2O3 spinel) has been known for 

inhibiting further oxidation. The compact layer renders low atomic diffusion rate which obstructs the 

outward migration of Fe ions. However, prolonged sliding imposes disintegration of Chromia layer as 

evidenced in Fig. 15b where Cr signal is found scattering across the scale/base metal interface. The 

delocalization of Chromia is believed to free outward diffusion of Fe ions which occur along the grain 
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boundary [30] and this could result in increased (Fig. 10). Migrating Fe ions appeared to react with the 

native Hematite to form Magnetite due to limited O activity on the interface (Fig. 14). The resulting 

internal reduction of Hematite is evidenced by rising proportion of Magnetite (Fig. 10b) with apparent 

morphology evolution of the oxide nanoparticles (Fig. 11). The reaction route is proposed as Fe 

(migrating) + Fe2O3 → Fe3O4 which is greatly facilitated by consistent lubrication effect and continuous 

tribological exposure on the HSS pin. However, as diffusion of atmospheric O into molten glass is well-

acknowledged [35], one could not phase out its potential reaction with Fe ions which can thicken oxide 

scale over testing time (Fig. 10) despite the fully-formed lubricant film.  

The current work used pin-on-disc platform to simulate the sticking occurrence between steel surfaces 

at high temperature and evaluate the influence of lubrication on such event. In real metal working 

processes where fresh workpiece is continuously fed into the contact with the tool surface, the extent of 

sticking depends on many variables (temperature of steel piece, relative speed, steel grade…) and might 

be different from what observed in laboratory-scale testing. Thus, future work is needed to justify the 

effectiveness of the concerning lubricant in actual working condition. 

5. Conclusions 

The current work aims to evaluate the effect of lubrication on wear behavior of High Speed Steel at 

high temperature sliding contact. Also, microstructure evolution of iron oxide under high-temperature 

lubrication is also discussed. Several conclusions can be made as followed: 

 It has been found that HSS surface suffers negligible adhesive/transferred wear under borate 

lubrication contrary to the unlubricated case. The anti-sticking behavior is closely governed 

by the tribofilm formation on the immediate sliding. 

  Adsorption of alkaline element (herein Na) on oxide surface is proved to be not only the 

foundation for effective lubrication but also the driving force to inhibit material transfer. 
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 Prolonged exposure leads to phase transformation of iron oxides in which Hematite was 

transformed into Magnetite. 
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